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In the bleak winter of 19 0, Nazi troops parachuted into Peter Lindstrom's tiny Norwegian village and

held it captive. Nobody thought the Nazis could be defeatedâ€”until Uncle Victor told Peter how the

children could fool the enemy. It was a dangerous plan. They had to slip past Nazi guards with nine

million dollars in gold hidden on their sleds. It meant risking their country's treasureâ€”and their lives.

This classic story of how a group of children outwitted the Nazis and sent the treasure to America

has captivated generations of readers.
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So I'm at a fancy Manhattan party hosted by Columbia University. It's at a swank bar and I'm

surrounded by Columbia graduate film students who are mooching like it's nobody's business. Bear

with me, this actually has to do with the book, "Snow Treasure". I'm just a humble children's librarian

who happens to be married to one of these students so I'm biding my time and drinking my free

drink when I am introduced to yet another filmmaker. Usually when I tell such people what my job is

they are inclined to nod politely and then scan the room frantically for someone more interesting.

Not this gal. On hearing about my job she practically grabs me by my lapels (I say "practically" since

I am not in the habit of wearing lapels) and asks excitedly, "Have you read Snow Treasure?!?". I try



to pry her fingers from my clothing while admitting that as well-read as I like to boast that I am, I

actually don't know this book. She then launches into an emphatic explanation of how much she

enjoyed this story when she was a child and how she would like to film it herself someday. And

since she goes to school with my husband, it seems only polite that I should read this supposedly

marvelous little work. I do, enjoy the book thoroughly, and here we are today. Whether you like it or

hate it, it's hard not to admit that "Snow Treasure" is one of those books that stays with you for

years and years at a time.Peter is just your average Norwegian kid. He enjoys sledding in the snow,

the occasional snowball fight, and hanging out with his friends and neighbors. Then the Nazis come.

It's 1940 and Norway has been invaded by a particularly nasty enemy. This wouldn't be such a

problem if Norway were a poor nation. Unfortunately they have gold bullion in their banks worth

roughly $9,000,000.
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